CELL SHOCK
AGE INTELLIGENCE CELLULAR
RECOVERY 3D HAND CREAM

The first 3 dimensional healing hand cream that can be compared to an “invisible glove”. It keeps
age-triggering aggressions out and is not “washed off” by regular hand washing throughout the
day.
*Endorsed by Swiss Plastic Surgeon Dr. M-C Gailloud-Matthieu

Ref. 1160 - 75ml tube

Ref. 1160C - 250ml tube

The BENEFITS
•
•
•

Protected and actively regenerated, the hands recover suppleness and maintain their elasticity.
At the same time re-epithelialization is promoted on a daily basis and the damages occurring as
a result to daily life; abrasions, topical irritations, minor burns, extreme high or low temperature
exposures are minimized and counteracted as the skin’s own repair capacity is maximized.
Cellactel 2 complex acts in synergy with all other ingredients to boost vital skin functions and
revitalize cellular metabolism.

The CUSTOMER
•

For all customers concerned with aging hands, dryness or irritated skin, chapped skin and/or
chapped cuticles, exposure to harsh environment or hard tasks. All skin conditions including
sensitive skin.

The TECHNOLOGY
MADECASSOSIDE®
A patented pharmaceutical ingredient proven to protect the skin against inflammation. It rebalances
the skin’s natural renewal capacity and restructures the extra-cellular matrix. The result is a more
resilient and younger-looking skin.
MASTERWORT EXTRACT
A botanical born from traditional Swiss medicine and renowned for its tremendous wound healing,
anti-inflammatory and anti-oedema properties.
THE BIO-MOLECULAR SKIN-PATCH
Is composed of a high molecular weight polysaccharide, obtained from bio-fermentation. This
polysaccharide has a wide dispersion capacity on the skin’s surface and creates an invisible matrix
that has a remarkable keratin-binding effect; it allows the skin to breathe normally while shielding it
from the outside.
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CELL SHOCK
AGE INTELLIGENCE CELLULAR
RECOVERY 3D HAND CREAM
CELLACTEL 2 COMPLEX
Cell Shock’s unique cell-regenerating complex, boosts vital skin functions and revitalizes cellular
metabolism to “lift” the skin and visibly reduce wrinkles.
The APPLICATION
Smooth a small amount onto clean dry hands. Massage from the back of the hands up to wrist
paying particular attention to massaging it onto the nails and cuticles.
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